
Basic Painting And Weathering For WWII Armour

By Robin Ovens

Prime model your chosen colour, I used black. Basecoat the model with Mig SCC 15.

Then using AK Interactive Olive Drab Shine to lighten it, apply highlights towards the top of each vertical panel 
and the centre of each horizontal panel.

I use 2 steps of modulation, but you could go as light as you wanted, it will look odd before weathering but once 
you are finished it will all come together.

75:25 SCC15 to Olive Drab Shine

Kit displayed: Rubicon Models 1/56th Scale Stuart M5A1



50:50 SCC15 to Olive Drab Shine

I then put a Mig Bright Green filter over the whole vehicle, this helps bring all of the highlights together 
and gives a greener shade to the whole vehicle. Before this step you need to leave the paint at least 24hrs to 
harden. 

At this point you can paint all others details such as tracks or tools. On this vehicle I used German black brown 
with a dark grey colour for the rubber pads. Tool handles were done with Vallejo Old Wood and metal parts in 
panzer grey.

A layer of gloss was put where decals were used, then they were sealed with gloss followed by matt varnish.

Chipping and scratches were done in two layers, alternatively you could use sponge to just apply dark chipping. I 
apply Olive Drab Shine using a size 0 brush then go back over it using AK Chipping colour, applied in the center 
of the olive drab shine using a 000. Though depending on the colour of the tank you could use any dark brown or 
dark grey colour.



Olive Drab Shine chipping first

Chipping colour added over the top, using a fine brush to paint inside the lighter chipping.

Gloss varnish was applied over the whole tank in preparation for the oil wash. I use Van Dyke Brown. Normally 
washes are thinned with about 90% thinner but I want to keep this thicker to allow my to create streaks and 
grime as I remove the wash. Do not be shy when applying it, just slap it all over.



After letting it sit for 30-45 minutes i take the wash off using a cotton bud. Pull the wash down vertically so 
that it begins to create streaks on the side of the tank. Once this is done hit the whole vehicle with a layer of 
matt varnish.

Streaking was done using a mixture of Mig and AK Interactive products. A mix of colours gives pleasing 
variation. Apply the streaks using a fine brush in a vertical motion. Then using a second brush soaked in thinners 
feather them out



At this point the tank is ready for further weathering with pigments and dust washes.

If you have any questions then you can contact me at rovens2001@yahoo.co.uk or find me on Facebook.

Thanks,

Robin Ovens
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